MATH CAMP

Primary/Junior and Junior/Intermediate divisions

(August 28 to September 1, 2017 & the evening of August 27)

This is our 13th year of math camp and we are as excited as ever to engage with you in a week-long Summer Math Program to deepen your understanding of Elementary School Mathematics.

We at the Faculty of Education at the University of Ottawa offer an exciting math experience designed to deepen your understanding of mathematics before you enter our Teacher Education Program. By actively engaging in a series of meaningful math activities in a convivial and supportive learning environment, you will develop a better understanding of elementary school mathematics in ways that will support your future teaching. Previous teacher candidates who attended Math Camp have found it an experience that changed their perspective and understanding regarding mathematics. They claim that it made them excited to teach math!

Each of the five days (9:00 am - 3:00 pm) plus the Sunday evening orientation meeting (5:30 – 8:30 pm) will consist of a variety of activities centered on core mathematical concepts. These activities include a math trek, observations of children’s thinking, and outdoor activities. The fees for the week are $325.00.

If you are interested and would like a registration package, please send an e-mail to Dr. Barbara Graves at bgraves@uottawa.ca. Selection will be done on a first-come first-served basis. Math camp is held on the University of Ottawa campus. Please be advised that you will need to arrange your own transportation and accommodation for the week.
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